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This tstudy found that microteaching experience J
,

.
significantly subsequent performance of student teachers on l' '

Jive of six specific factors derived from the Teacher Performance , 7

Evaluation Scale (TPES). Subjects'in the study were 37 secondary
education majors who were randomly assigned to :experimental or
control groups. Students in the experimental group participated'in at
least three microteaching:sessions:using peers as pupils. The.
microteaching sessions were videotaped and then viewed and Critiqued i

by the student, his supervisor, and the peer "pupils." Both
experimental and !control, SubjectsHwere then evaluatedithree times--at
the beginning, middle, and end of 8 weeks of student teaching. Data I ,

obtainedJrom the 'TPES were factor:analyzeg:tesultinglin six
, .

Subscales:: 1) personality traits, 2) liatalthHof teacher:behaViOr ,'.3)
,

general classroom 'atmosphers, (0. lesson usefulness, '5y,Iteachet
interest in pdpils,:andteacherjnterest:in'stUdentHachievemebt.1
Results from: analysis of: variance showed that subjects with
microteaching experience received significantly higher ratings on the
first five factors. Several interactions with the time variable were
also noted with the general trend being toward greater difft!rence
between groups at the end of student teaching. (RT)
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Simulation' can be defined as an instructional probleM, solving

activity which closely resembles a situation in lift: As.early as the

beginning of the twentieth tentury,, John Dewey advoCated the use of

simulation actiViLy: as]:a means,:ef 'stimUlating thought and intreasin,0

interest in 4ecific situationS.: Dewey also viewed simulation as a

means, of'controllingl such variables as feedback';) task complexty,

negative experiences and' Cost (Broadbent,' 1967). Although there is no

specific ay. to employ simulation in learning, it generally involves

three pasic stets! (1) action on the part-bf the learner, (2) feedback

n SI.IdCQ.:iS! or failure and .(3) a concise ..suMMary of response and-approp0.ate:

Solution to the!prohlem (Edinger, 1968):. l'sYcholoYand

been late-comers in adapting and using the principles of

educationliave

simulation for

the training of professional people. However, with the invention of

video tapci recording devices, simulation has acquired a new popularity in

these disciplines. Video tape recording uses a closed circuit television

camera and television monitor to record activity of a person or group

of persons involved in a learning situation. The equipment is portable

enough to be used almost anywhere and therefore therapists, counselors

and teachers !are, ahlete examine their on behavior dUring traininIg.

'
It:is aSstiMed that:behavior Change is facilitated:if tlie behaViOr
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lb recognized. Tuckman and Oliver (1968) conducted a study that

demonstrated the need of the patient or trainee to view his behavior.

Subjects.were thought to react against a supervisor's criticism because

of a supposed hostility, but 'student evaluations and video feedback

i L
were proported to avoid this difficulty and worked equally well in

]
,

i
!

I

1

ipro.lucing appropriate belavior.

On the other hand, Borgl (1969) concluded that performance will
.

improve if iaCtice;is,ivenlwithout:video feedback or superVis7)r
. .

,

.

.
.

, .

l

eValuatien'. However, Borg'sstudy failed tO,cOntrOl for previpuS....

training and supervisor interaction before and cinTing the treatment.
! ,

,

:

,
i ,,, ..

Lockhart (1968)., showed that, microteaching which is simulated activity
,

, .

, ,I

directed toward preparatiOn of teachers, can:be substituted without !,'

.
.

.
.

.
, .

Serious disadvantage for a more lengthy time:ta:actual Student:: teaching.
1

kallenbach and Call (1269) cenduted'a study, to :determine if micro-. ! ;

teaching couLirepLiee :Student'teachingaS;a training Method.; They con-

cluded that no difference exists in ability to perform after either

experience, but that microteacbing involves less time. The dependent

measure was the ability to teach in the classroom immediately

after training and one year later.

The research with si,'Ailation activity, especially video tapes,

has been more action-oriented than theoretical. Unfortunately,

most of the literaLure reports good feelings rather thLn concrete
.

!

cenclusionp.. One exception was lljerstedt (J.968)., Bjerstedt evaluated :

,,, ,,

, ,

teachers' ability to Make decisiOnsn SitUationsinvolving interaetions;
; .

She gave one:grobp of subjeets SiMOlated experience and other groups

received written descriptions :of the situations, :Video tapes shOwing an

interaction would be stopped at crucial moment and subjects Would be
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ased for a decision. The group viewing, the tapes was able to make more

correct decisions; in less time than the group that only read a descrip

tion of the situations.

Simulation using video tapes can be used to present appropriate

or inappropriate models for an; specific 'situation. Thesc models can

be, used as evalu'ation tools by requiring that subjects identify or

correctly classify model behavior. Video recorders were used at Stan-

(

ford to predict classroom success tor new teachers. Gibson (1968)

required his pre-service teachers to be recorded teaching a lesson.

These tapes were then evaluated by trained graduate assistants. Each

student was evaluated later.duringithe first teaching assignment and

the two:evaluations. were correlated to show; that students receiving

poor, ratings, were rated inferior as

osier (1967) states that of mieroteaching

are :its potential for siMpl ifying tht teathing.aCt , permitting 1 adequate

teachers.

some oti:the.adVantages
i

feedback, reducitg training time, and providing a realistic appraisal

of performance. Neverthcles's, Foster, Lundy and Hale (1967) 'conclude

the potentiality is good but the results, as indicated by research, are not

adequate. The variables of models, supervisors, reillorcement, feedback

and focus of problems are not being considered in the research (Politzer,

1969). It appears that microteachin', as a simulation experience in teaching

has not,been tested with adcquate.research. In addition, it.has not

been determined ;exactly what aspect of teaching is influenccd or if

. ,!

a perManent change Occurs.,
1

tnndy.and Hale reported that miCroteaching prePares!a trainee to,

teach becauSe the conditions of the two experiencesare closely .Associated.
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They conclude that since anxiety is present in-both situations, the use

of microteaching will decrease anxious responding and this makes student

teaching a more meaningful experience. Travers (1952) alluded to this

same idea., 'He reported that because anxiety hinders learning it handicaps

student

'leading

teachers: by causing. them to be 'discouraged, disorganized, thus

to poorer'performance. lie conIcluded'that student teaching is

the type of situation in which anxiety develops and it would be helpfuli,

especially at first , if the situation could be made more predictable

redute the, anxiet,y.

It was hypothesized lhat

.

experiencei to actual toad ing, , should iMprove subsequent teaching,

microteaching is 'a ,very similar

especially, at the beginning of the expe,rience, because it reduces

anxiety and increases the predictability of the snbSequent teaching.

student Shoul(Lbe more .confident and less anxious about his JabilitY

teach after Mictoteaching. 'Increased self :con-fidenCe

be visible in such spettlic behavidrs as poise, speech, and other observ-

able indicators of nervousness. Since those students having simulation

experience would theoretically require less time for adjustment to

subsequent teaching, their experience should be more profitable,

and they should intreabe in proficiency faster than those not hav;.ni,,

had microteaching.

While previous investigations about the effects of micreteaching have

only rarely used control:groupS, none have examined separably the

specficatead of the teacher!s behavior: ;In addition,iprevious experi-'

menu haye not Made repeated Observations to deterrrline the lOngitudinal

9
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effect of microteachin6. This experiment was designed to help meet the

need for more controlled experiments on the effects of microteathing and

to investigate different areas of teacher behavior over more than one time

period.

Method

Subjects

Subject's were enrolled in BrighaM Young:University's Experimental

. I

'TeaCherEducation Pregtma, cal HMledj7STEP. A,. subjects clere:coMpleting
1,

!.,:

their course teqUiteMents during the )seMeSter.H Alprogram reqUitement

which influenced, the organization of this experiment, grouped the

subjects into 26 teams of two or three members with two subjects un-

assigned. This was done on the basis of subject matter expettise and

student : teething assignment. 'Only those teams! which would b'e teaching

ogpitivelY=Orientod-sUbjeCts'i

eto.; were used,' e.g: students in physical, cduCation, music

languages were excluded. This procedure eliminatbd all but thirteen

teams and the two individuals.

By use of a table of random numbers, six teams and one individual

were assigned to the experimental group for a total of 19 subjects.

Seven teams and one individual were assigned to the control group for

a total of 19 subjects. The only restriction placed on the assignment

was that an equal number of subjects in each group would be teaching

similar SubjeCt Matter.

Five subjectS Were dropped' froM the:study fOr one of the following

reasons: (1) withdrawal from school; ,(2) lack of available data due
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to sickness; (3) bias by the evaluator. Bias by two racers was assumed

because they had been involved in the instruction of some subjects.

Two males and three females were dropped from the control group and

data was generated from the mean scores of the remaining subjects.

One group had five persons teaching on the junior high level .;as com-

pared to 1
six persons in the other group. AlLothers'taught senior high

schosol pupils. GPA was 3.11 and 3.09 in the two.groups: ,The experimental
'i r

i
1., .

11 ,

1-
. ,11!

Hgroup. had ;6.. females and li males and ;the control group had ,.4 females
.

, .

1
.

Idand 8 male
1

J

Apparatus and Materials;

The equipment comAsted :of a sOUnd-deadened studio equipped with

a desk;, student .chairs; blackboard

ituated at the back

and recording material. A video

- .

room; was:positioned. to view both.

the pupil during the simulation. A video recorder

and television' playback unit was located at one side of the studio.

1. Teaching performance was measured with the Teacher Perfor-

mance Evaluation Scale (TPES) (Sinha, 1962). The scale is used to measure

specific behaviors of persons engaged in teaching, and it is detailed

enough to evaluate specific actions. The original scale had each item

rated by a Irnel of pr3fessional educators from various parts of the

United States. The scay consists of forty-two arcas, each measuring,

1 / ,

a speCific behavior or attitude necessary; fora teacher to
..;

be 'sUccessful."

Each item is rated on an eight-point seale raning.from zero to s6v'en.

The higher the rating obtained, the more appropriate the behavior

considered to be jieco.use of concern by the experimenters .about the
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t,-::.ogeneity Of the iteus within each of the areas, the items were factor

:,nalyzed and six factors having item correlations greater than .60

appeared: (1) personality tr,,tits, (2) warmth of teacher behavior, (3)

general classroom atmosphere, (4) lesson usefulness, (5) teacher interest

in pupils, (6) teacherintereSt;in student achievement. Groups 1,

and 3 were ,the same as the original scale.

Design and Procedure

i

I., i

,

Within the! limits already speCifieft, the subjects were, randomly
;. .

.

.

.

:

'assigned:to a control group:or to an,experimental group. The experi7

mental groUp consisted of theSe subjects who' received the simulation

activity,' The control, group subjects received all, phases of the teacher

i

,

training 'program, excluding only the simulation activity.

program was Andividua

,

assignments to aceemplih.,but eath ,subject werked Un'dex his1

The training

1.ied to the extent thatleach.Subject had certain

own schedUle.

Microteaching Was Merely another assignMent'for the experimental group

and was completed when the subjects desired.

During their participation in the T-STEP program, students parti-

cipated in at least three of the simulation activities called micro-

teaching: The mieroteachiuc, model. used at Brigham Young University

involves four

(2) he applies

peers; (3) the

(4) the leSSpn,

steps: (1) the subject studies a specific teaching skill;

the skill to a seven-minute lesson taught to four or five

lesson; is video taped and then Viewed 1Y the student;

is evaluated and necessary, ;the student,

used As :,!'puPils" in mieroteathing are alsoreteaches the lesson., Peers

students OfJSTEP'. They are used :because they participate freely and

Are willing to evaluate the lesson as objectively as possible:
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The lesson was video taped from a camera placed on the rear of the

room. The camera was positioned to record the subject and at least one-

half of the class of pupils at all times. Inunediately of ter the lesson

8

was completed, the subject was allowed to view himself via the television

monitor situated at one side of the room. -When deemed appropriate by

the supervisor, the viewing was stopped and both supervisor. and peers;

orallyeValuated the lesson. After the entire lesson had been viewed, the

and:SupervisOr.submitted a Written evaluation to the subiect.'. The
_ .

written evaluations expressed praise and 'suggestions for imprev'ement.
is

Tho sUbje4: collected all evaluations ancUsUbmitted .a summary of hiS

lesson to the supervisor and/or his plans for reteacliing the lesson

Following, completion of the microteaching', the subjects spent

three hours a,,day, for eight weeks, in their assigned classroom in

the public' schools. Three times during this eight-week period, the

first two weeks, the third-fourth weeks and the Seventheighth Weeks,:

the subjects' supervisors observed a lesson and completed the TPES

on that performance. Individual staff members who wore unaware in the

microteaching phase of the experiment were the raters. The raters

participating in the evaluation phase were experienced in evaluating

student teachers and the same raters evaluated students in both

treatment conditions.

Results

The experimental design used in. this study required a three-wayi

repeated measure analySis of variance. The first factor!(A) was the
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two groups, (B) was subjects and (C) was the three obserVations or time.

The data obtained with the TPES were scored into the six components

or subscales resulting from the factor analysis.

There was at least one significant F-ratio for each of the factors

The means for eachand accordingly each factor

groUp:and:eVa1uation period

Aetorpl!having

On Factor

will now be discussed.

can be obServed,in_the corresponding figure.

J
: ; Iii , ; I :

1i..4.1 .41 i ,:,:

4 ir 44.1 i;, ',...(44 6- ' 4.4 4.14.r A 4.i

7ratio ',.14It bed presented i:ii in:4Lth6iii text ;for thos0J-
,,--

H.,''. ,-, ;,: 'L., 1: ,q,,! ,;;;!;;;;,;,: ;;,; ;

tiOt-ji;.sni..lfiC4.11.Jpaiii arid, ;;interadtiOneffects

, PerSOnality'7raitS ":'there s a'''Signifcnt

between groups and the time variable, F(2,48)=4.11 (p-< .O5). The mean

scores for each group is presented in Figure 1. A Tukey (a) comparison'

,

was:Used for single :comparisonS and :.the asteric in:the.

atthere;was;a'Signifieant

j. ,

roups, Ory-tnat

ifference

figure indicates

,x

between controlancl'exper

tiMeperiO

Insert Figure 1 here

A measure of teacher warmth and consideration for students was

Factor 2. Although both groups improved over time (p < .001) the

experimental group was rated significantly better (p < .001). There

was a significant interaction effect F(2,0)=3.97:(p '.05). The

means for this measure is presented' in 'Figure 2. The microteeching group

improved More rapidly.'

Insert Figure 2 here
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The third factor, that of General Classroom Atmosphere, also had

1 significant difference between groups (p. <.05) and across time

<.01). However, the interaction effect was again significant

1(2,48)=3.75, (p < .05). The experimental group improved more for

tt:e second and thirdobservations, as illustrated on Figure 3.

10

AYata, cellected.Onthe spbjeCts ability to

(Factor 4) shows an improvementlessclis

significant group

,6(5t I si6iMalit'

over time (p < .05) and a

4 for,thismeasure areAnter-

was

groupThad;constant iMprovement,

control groOp

Inse'rt Figure 4 here

For teacher interest directed toward students (Factor 5), there was

a significant Time X Treatment interaction F(2,48)=9.70, (p < .001).

There was a steady decrease in performance by the control group while

the experimental group ifhproved, observable in Figure 5.

Insert Figure5 here

interest in Studeni:aehieVeMent are
,

There was only::Significant)imprevement, over tithe_
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11

F(2,48)=13.44, (p <.001) which is consistent with both groups. Although

the experimental group received higher ratings than the controls, the

difference was not significant.

Insert Figure 6 her

may reflect that subjects learned a basic problem solving attitude

during microteaching which is progressively reflected in teaching

performance. Of course, the explanation that microteaching reduces

anxiety at the beginning of student teaching allowing the student to

profit more from the teaching experience is also consistent with these

H
findings. The group; differences ondifferentsubscales indicates that

the hypothesized problem solving skill :learned' during microteaching is

likely to be task-or lesson-oriented as:oppOsed t0 pupil-centered.

ThetictoteaChing)Subjects: initially Showed lesSfintereSt,inl)nPils,,

but this was reversed in the ratings during the third period )The only
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scale where the microteaching group did not excell the control was

in interest in student achievement.

While noting that several additional variables, such as feedback

or. subject's personality, were not inclUded in,this o>..periment, it

, 1

1

felt; that theSe data !provide clearest, mot specIfic desCOption Of,'
1 ,

. !

the effect' of! televiSed micrOteaChing on
, sasequent'claSsroom teaching.'
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Fig'., 2
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Fig. i3 Paean ratings fOr:General ClaSSrOOM Atmosphere Asteilsks indicate

significant; fference between groups (T):< ,05) using the Tukey ( ) test.
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Fig. 4.L Mean ratings for LeSson USefuibess.

2

TIME

18

Asterisks indiCate

significant difference between grouPS (p < .05) using the Tukey (a) test.
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5. Mean ratings obtained for Teacher Interest in Pupils The asterisk

indicates significant difference between grcups (p < .05) using the Tukey (a) test.
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Mean ratings obtained for Teacher Interes't in Student Achievement.


